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Dear Editor,
We are pleased to submit the requested revision of our manuscript entitled: “Cardiac events after macrolides or fluoroquinolones in patients hospitalized for community-acquired pneumonia: post-hoc analysis of a cluster-randomized trial” for publication as a research article.

Please find our point-by-point response to the assistant editor’s comments below. We hope the manuscript in its current form is acceptable for publication in BMC Infectious Diseases.

Yours sincerely,

On behalf of all authors,

Douwe F. Postma
Corresponding author

Point-by-point response starts here;

Editor Comments:

Assistant Editor Comments:

1. Author email addresses

Please include the email addresses for all authors on the title page. The corresponding author should still be indicated.

All email addresses have been added behind the author names in round brackets.
2. Role of funding body

In the Funding statement of the Declarations, please describe the role of the funding bodies in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript.

The role of the funding body has been described in more detail. There was no involvement in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript.

3. All authors read and approved

Please include a statement in the Authors' contributions section to the effect that all authors have read and approved the manuscript, and ensure that this is the case.

This statement has been included.

4. Authors’ contributions – Justify

We would also like to ask for you to provide more justification for the contributions of LJRvE, as currently they do not automatically qualify for authorship. Contribution to conduct of the study and revision of the manuscript alone, does not usually justify authorship.

Thank you for noting this. LJRvE has played a key role in the design and conduct of the current analysis and in critical revision of the manuscript. The author contribution statement has been changed appropriately.

5. Clean manuscript

At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

We have uploaded a clean version of the manuscript.